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These  Pictures used to be free so if you subscribe to the web link they are quite interesting to see.

Giant Craft

 

This one is Huge taken November 21st 1999 (Estimated at about 240 Miles in Diameter)

 

Traveling 60mph it would take 4 hours to drive across this craft. (I know easy math)

LINK 

The same UFO taken on July 17th 1992?

LINK

The same UFO taken on September 3rd 1993?

LINK

 

 

In Artwork

 

I've seen this ship in Medieval artwork before: 

LINK 

Similar?

LINK
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Picture Links

 

Cloud Ship with Myst Falling off

LINK

 

Cloud Ship Transforming

LINK

 

Very odd looking:

LINK

 

Large Craft 1942 during blackouts (This was a huge story and made headlines back then):

LINK

 

Old School UFO: (Note the man in street pointing in sky)

LINK

 

 

UFO Dream

 

I don’t remember my dreams all that often, but when I do I don’t forget them. I had another UFO dream on the night of 7-8-
05. I was walking through a town and one zips past me in the sky about 100 feet up in the air. I alert everyone and they start
to come out of the pubs and stores. The town was overgrown and dated and stores more simplistic with bars however. .

The UFO must of heard me yell as it stops and its momentum makes it tilt up then it spins back to where we all are and is
joined by 2 other craft that are the same looking. These looked like small one man craft and were saucer in shape metallic
silver colored, but had 3 spheroids on the bottom of the ships spaced evenly in a triangular fashion that also appeared
metallic. It was probably only about 25 feet in diameter and sleek and high tech looking but didn't appear to have windows.

I was also shown the being in the craft. He had skin tone similar to ours. He was bald and he had a thicker bone structure in
his face compared to a normal man and it appeared he lacked the muscle in his face to articulate as much as a human can.
He was a typical human height as well with the same number of fingers as we have from what I recall in the dream. He was
wearing what seemed to be a white glittery full length style robe almost like gem stones. His kind presented themselves and
there seemed to be many of them as people gathered around. They started to do NAZI and North Korean style high leg kick
marching to get others to laugh just like humans used to do in their armies.

I appeared to make him nervous as he was examining something on my back. I told him I will show him some fireworks by
casting fireballs down on them. (I suppose that would do it lol)

Here is a model I made of this one. The most distinct feature of course was the 3 spheres along the bottom in a triangular
formation.
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Compare this from my dream to Link Below LINK

 

 

Medieval Artwork

 

This Picture resembles once again a craft at a tilt spraying a beam or something and is comparable to more
medieval artwork.

LINK

 

The Artwork Link

LINK

 

 

Long story, but Craft pictured:

LINK

 

This looks like same Craft:

LINK

 

 

Recent UFO picture near the Great Pyramid in Egypt:

LINK
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Examine this next picture and note the Ball is very similar it even has that glow effect casting off the top the same
way.

LINK

LINK

 

This is one taken in the 1963. It's black and white, yet retains the same characteristics as the above in color. Note
the spheres within the main one and how the above has that same appearance. It also has that cast off look as
the others like its projecting to the side.

LINK
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